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RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR USE IN JUDICIAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS

Nebraska

Parties to litigation often request a patient’s medical records for use as proof or lack thereof of a causal connection between an event and the purported injuries resulting from it. Requests for medical records for use in judicial or administrative proceedings generally take the form of an authorization from the patient consenting to release of the medical record, an order from the presiding court or administrative agency, or a subpoena from the opposing party in a civil proceeding. Patients may also seek access to their medical records for other purposes. This Medical Records Guide analyzes what is required of a health care provider when confronted with a request for medical records. Included in this guide are the requirements of a health care provider under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and state law to the extent state law is not preempted by HIPAA. Please note that there are special rules and regulations regarding records containing information related to mental health, psychotherapy notes, substance abuse treatment, and communicable and sexually transmitted diseases. As a result, specific sections have been included in this guide for medical records containing those types of information.

I. Patient Request for Access to or Copies of Medical Records.

Patients have a statutory right to review and make copies of any records maintained by a health care provider regarding their health history and treatment rendered. However, if the health care provider determines that access would be reasonably likely to endanger the life or physical safety of the patient or another person, then the health care provider may refuse access. In addition, it should be noted that certain laboratory records are prohibited by law from being disclosed.

Patient requests for medical records come in one of two forms: requests for access and requests for copies.

A health care provider must grant a patient access to his or her medical records for review during regular business hours within 10 days of a request. If the patient’s medical records no longer exist, cannot be found, or if another health care provider or third party has the patient’s medical records, then the health care provider must inform the patient of such within 10 days of the initial request. If the medical record is maintained by another health care provider or an off-site health information management firm, the patient should be informed of the third party’s name and address. If, due to unusual circumstances, 10 days is insufficient to gather the patient’s medical records for review, then the health care provider has a total of 21 days to provide the patient with access to the patient’s medical records. Despite the additional 11 day allowance, the health care provider must inform the patient in writing of the unusual circumstance that has caused the delay.

Although a patient has a statutory right to a copy of his or her medical records, generally a patient does not have a right to his or her original medical records. If the patient requests his or her medical records in hard copy form, the health care provider must provide a photocopied version of the patient’s medical records within 30 days from the receipt of the request for the records.
All requests by the patient for access to, or copies of, the patient’s medical records must be in writing. The request and any authorization for release are valid for 180 days after the date of execution by the patient.

II. Patient Authorization to Provide Medical Records to Third Parties.

A patient may request that a health care provider make available the patient’s medical records to a third party. If the patient requests that the patient’s medical records be turned over to a third party, such as the patient’s attorney, and the health care provider determines that disclosure is not likely to endanger the life or physical safety of the patient or another person, then the health care provider should provide the record if the patient has executed a valid written authorization. However, the only information that may be disclosed is the information specifically authorized for disclosure in the patient’s written authorization. Do not over-disclose. When permitting the use of a patient authorization, a health care provider must use a HIPAA-compliant authorization.

Under HIPAA, a patient’s written authorization to disclose that patient’s protected health information to a third party must, by its terms, expire either upon a) the occurrence of a specified event or b) a date certain. HIPAA puts no limit on how long these time periods can be. Thus, to comply with HIPAA, a provider can select as long a time period as desired. Nebraska law, however, sets a limit on the time period an authorization can be effective with respect to the release of a patient’s medical records. Under Nebraska law, the patient’s authorization to release medical records must expire no more than 180 days from the date of signature. This Nebraska law is not preempted by HIPAA.

As a result of these two standards, many providers in Nebraska use authorization forms limiting all disclosures to 180 days from execution. The Nebraska statute referenced above, however, only applies to disclosures of a patient’s medical records. Thus, a single authorization form can be drafted in such a way as to provide that it will expire in 180 days only with respect to the disclosure of medical records while still having a longer “shelf life” for purposes of disclosures other than releases of medical records (i.e., verbal discussions with the patient’s family members).

A sample HIPAA-compliant authorization form is available at the end of these materials, marked as Appendix A.

III. Requests For Deceased or Incapacitated Patients’ Medical Records.

If an individual is legally incapable of acting for him or herself, or if the individual is deceased, a health care provider can disclose the individual’s records only to the individual’s “personal representative.” A personal representative of a deceased person is defined as an executor, administrator, or other person who has authority to act on behalf of the deceased individual or the individual’s estate. Proof of appointment to such personal representative capacity can often be obtained from the county register in the county where probate of the estate has been commenced. When a patient lacks the legal capacity to give consent to medical treatment, a health care practitioner may release the patient’s medical records only to a personal representative of the patient, who must be someone with authority under state law to make health care decisions for the incapacitated individual.
IV. Requests Via Court Order.

A health care provider must disclose protected health information contained in a medical record to comply with a court order, including an order of an administrative tribunal or agency. Such disclosures must be limited to the protected health information expressly authorized by the order. Again, do not over-disclose. If such an order requests the production of a patient’s medical record, authorization from the patient is not necessary and the health care provider must comply with the requirements of the order. A health care provider may, but is not required to, notify the patient that the record must be disclosed prior to releasing the patient’s medical records pursuant to the order.

V. Requests Via Criminal Subpoena, Search Warrant or Grand Jury Subpoena.

Criminal subpoenas, search warrants, and grand jury subpoenas that request a patient’s medical records raise numerous legal issues. If a health care provider receives a criminal subpoena, search warrant, or grand jury subpoena, then the health care provider should contact legal counsel immediately.

VI. Requests Via Civil Subpoena, Discovery Request, or Other Lawful Process.

It is common in civil litigation involving personal injury for a party to request a patient’s medical records through the use of a subpoena, discovery request, or other process without an accompanying order signed by a court or administrative tribunal or agency. The most common request will be a subpoena issued by a party’s attorney for the medical records of a client. The document will generally be captioned “Subpoena” or at least contain the term “Subpoena” in the caption, along with the names of two non-governmental opposing parties. The subpoena should include a copy of Nebraska Rule 34A which will specifically set forth the health care provider’s obligations under the subpoena and provide detailed instructions on how to comply with it. The subpoena should also identify the court presiding over the action. Prior to disclosing any information, the provider should verify that the court is a court of competent jurisdiction and that the subpoena is signed by one of the parties’ attorneys or a notary public.

Upon receipt of a subpoena, discovery request or other lawful process requesting a patient’s medical records, the health care provider should immediately send a letter to the patient informing the patient as to the existence of the subpoena, and giving the patient an opportunity to object to the release of his or her medical records. See Appendix B for an example of such a letter to the patient. Prior to providing any medical records, the health care provider must ensure that it has received, along with the subpoena, “satisfactory assurance” that the patient whose records are being requested has received notice of the subpoena or request and has not objected to the request. A health care provider should be satisfied that reasonable efforts have been made by the requesting party to ensure that the patient has been given notice of the request or that reasonable efforts have been made to secure a qualified protective order; one of the following three types of documentation will suffice for a showing of reasonable efforts:

(i) An order from a court or administrative agency;
(ii) A written, HIPAA compliant, authorization from the patient allowing disclosure of the medical record;

(iii) A written statement from the requesting party and accompanying documentation demonstrating that:

(a) The requesting party has made a good faith effort to provide written notice of the request to the patient, the notice had sufficient information to permit the patient to raise any objection to the court, the time for the patient to raise objections has lapsed and either no objections were filed or all objections filed have been resolved in favor of the requesting party;

(b) All parties in the litigation have agreed to a qualified protective order that will require the parties to only use the medical records for the purpose of the litigation, followed by destruction of the copies, and have presented the order to the court presiding over the dispute; or

(c) The requesting party has requested a qualified protective order from the presiding court that will require the parties to only use the medical records for the purpose of the litigation, followed by destruction of the copies.

If the subpoena satisfies one of the above requirements, or the party requesting the medical records by subpoena subsequently satisfies one of the above requirements, the health care provider must provide the medical records, but only to the extent specifically identified in the subpoena.

If, however, the subpoena is not accompanied by any of the supporting documentation, the health care provider should not disclose the medical records but rather should immediately send a letter to the requesting third party informing them of the health care provider’s policy regarding the release of medical records. See Appendix C for an example of a letter to the third party who is requesting the medical records.

NOTE: All court orders, subpoenas, and warrants should be issued from a court of competent jurisdiction. This means the court has jurisdiction over the health care provider and/or the health care provider’s medical practice. For example, a Texas court does not have jurisdiction over a Nebraska medical practice. A Texas court, therefore, cannot order or subpoena documents from a Nebraska medical practice and the proper method to address such an order or subpoena can get complicated. In the event a health care provider receives a subpoena or court order from a jurisdiction in which the health care provider does not practice medicine, then the health care provider should immediately contact legal counsel.

VII. Requests from the Workers’ Compensation Court, Workers’ Compensation Insurance Carrier, Employers or Employees.

A health care provider can disclose an injured or ill patient’s protected health information contained in a medical record without his or her authorization when
requested for purposes of adjudicating such individual's workers' compensation claim. Medical records "relevant" to workers' compensation cases are to be made available upon request to the patient's employer, workers' compensation insurance carrier, third-party administrator of workers' compensation benefits, and the Nebraska Workers' Compensation Court. There will often be a dispute over what portion of the employee’s medical record is "relevant" to the workers' compensation proceeding. In such a situation, the health care provider may want to use the same approach as discussed above for handling civil subpoenas.

In addition, individuals do not have a right to request that a health care provider restrict a disclosure of protected health information about them for workers' compensation purposes. If a requested disclosure is required by law or authorized by, and necessary to comply with, a workers' compensation or similar law, the relevant documents must be provided.

VIII. “Super-Confidential” Medical Records: Records Pertaining to Mental Health, Psychotherapy Notes, Substance Abuse, Communicable Diseases, and Sexually Transmitted Diseases.

Medical records regarding mental health, substance abuse, communicable and sexually transmitted diseases, often called “super-confidential” records, are subject to a higher standard of confidentiality and release due to their highly sensitive and private nature. Below is a brief description of the requirements for disclosure of such sensitive materials. In the alternative, a health care provider may elect to produce the otherwise properly requested record with the “super-confidential” portions of the medical record redacted. The redacted record can then be produced with an accompanying letter stating that the health care provider is in possession of additional records that cannot be released absent a court order or the patient’s written consent.

(i) Mental Health. "Mental health records" include any records of mental health treatment or time spent in a mental health facility or program. Generally, “mental health records” may be released upon a court order or to the patient or the patient's authorized representative upon written request by the patient or the patient's authorized representative. Mental health records may also be disclosed to a third party pursuant to a written authorization signed by the patient or the patient's authorized representative. However, in either case, if the treating psychiatrist, psychologist, or mental health practitioner determines that release of the mental health records would not be in the best interests of the patient or that disclosure is reasonably likely to endanger the life or physical safety of the patient or another person, then the mental health records can be withheld.

(ii) Psychotherapy Notes. HIPAA provides increased standards for release of “psychotherapy notes” on a patient. “Psychotherapy notes” are defined as notes recorded by a health care provider who is a mental health professional documenting or analyzing the contents of conversation during a private counseling session and that are separated from the rest of the individual's medical record. A health care provider must obtain an authorization specific to psychotherapy notes for any use or disclosure of psychotherapy notes, except: (i) use by the originator of the
psychotherapy notes for treatment; (ii) use or disclosure by the health care provider for its own training programs; (iii) use or disclosure by the health care provider to defend itself in a legal action or other proceeding brought by the individual; (iv) a disclosure require by law; or (v) to prevent a threat to a person or the public.

(iii) **Substance Abuse.** Substance abuse treatment records can be disclosed to the patient or the patient’s authorized representative upon written request by the patient or the patient’s authorized representative. Substance abuse treatment records can also be disclosed to a third party pursuant to a written authorization signed by the patient or the patient’s authorized representative. However, in either case, disclosure is subject to the health care provider’s determination that disclosure is not likely to endanger the life or physical safety of the patient or another person. Absent a HIPAA-compliant authorization for release, substance abuse treatment records may only be released to a third party pursuant to a court order.

(iv) **Federally Funded Substance Abuse Programs.** Substance abuse records of persons treated in federally funded programs may be disclosed to the patient or the patient’s authorized representative upon written request by the patient or the patient’s authorized representative. Substance abuse treatment records of persons treated in federally funded programs may also be disclosed to a third party pursuant to a written authorization signed by the patient or the patient’s authorized representative, if the authorization contains the following special clause pertaining to redisclosure:

>This information has been disclosed to you from records protected by Federal confidentiality rules (42 CFR part 2). The Federal rules prohibit you from making any further disclosure of this information unless further disclosure is expressly permitted by the written consent of the person to whom it pertains or as otherwise permitted by 42 CFR part 2. A general authorization for the release of medical or other information is NOT sufficient for this purpose. The Federal rules restrict any use of the information to criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug abuse patient.

Absent such an authorization, substance abuse records of persons treated in federally funded programs may only be disclosed pursuant to court order. Wrongful disclosure of information of persons treated in federally funded substance abuse programs is a criminal offense.

(v) **Communicable Diseases and Sexually Transmitted Diseases.** The reports of communicable diseases, including but not limited to sexually transmitted diseases and HIV/AIDS, that are required by law to be made to the Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services or other governmental agencies, are confidential, not subject to subpoena, and not admissible in any court action. Such information, however, may be disclosed to other governmental agencies, pursuant to applicable law, for
the protection of public health if all personal information that could be used to determine the patient's identity has been removed.

In addition, medical records containing information related to communicable and sexually transmitted diseases can be disclosed to the patient or the patient's authorized representative, or to a third party, pursuant to a written request by the patient or the patient's authorized representative, subject to the health care provider's determination that disclosure is not likely to endanger the life or physical safety of the patient or another person. Patient information and test results concerning communicable and sexually transmitted diseases are confidential and are not subject to subpoena, search warrant, or discovery process.

IX. Permissible Charges for Copying and Reproduction of Medical Records.

(i) Allowable Charges for Copies – Patient Requests, Generally. A health care provider cannot charge a patient for access to the patient's medical records. However, the provider may charge a limited amount to the patient or the patient's authorized representative for a copy of a medical record. The health care provider may charge a patient or his or her authorized personal representative a “reasonable cost-based fee” for copying. A reasonable cost-based fee includes the cost of supplies and labor required to produce the copy. Postage may also be charged if the copy is to be sent to the patient or a personal representative via a mail delivery service. A provider may not charge a “handling” fee or charge for the costs of retrieving the record. In addition, the charges cannot exceed:

(a) 50 cents per page for copies of regular medical records that can be copied on a standard photocopy machine;

(b) Reasonable copy charges for medical records that cannot routinely be copied on a standard photocopy machine; and

(c) The cost of labor and materials involved in furnishing copies of X-rays and similar special medical records. If the provider is unable to reproduce X-rays or other requested records, the person making the request may arrange, at his or her expense, for the reproduction of such records.

If the health care provider and patient agree that the health care provider will provide the patient with a summary or explanation of the patient's medical record, then the health care provider may charge preparatory fees for the summary, so long as the parties agree to the preparatory fees up front.

(ii) Allowable Charges for Copies - Patient Requests Regarding Disability Benefits and Assistance. An exception to the permissibility of allowable charges for copies of medical records is that a health care provider may not charge a patient for copies of the patient's medical records for use in supporting an application for disability benefits or assistance, an appeal relating to the denial of such benefits or assistance relating to the following federal and state programs: Nebraska Aid to
Dependent Children; Nebraska Medicaid Program; Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance Benefits; Supplemental Security Income; and Medicare.

A patient requesting medical records for one of the above purposes exempt from allowable charges must provide the health care provider with a statement or document from the respective state or federal agency confirming the filing of the application or appeal. A health care provider is only required to provide a copy free of charge for the above purposes if the patient is the party requesting the record. If the state or federal agency overseeing the application or appeal makes the request for the patient’s medical records, then the health care provider may charge the state or federal agency in the manner prescribed in subsection (iv) below, unless there is a specific state or federal law allowing such agency to obtain medical records free of charge.

(iii) **Allowable Charges for Copies - Workers’ Compensation Requests.** If a request for a patient's medical record is from the patient's employer, workers’ compensation carrier or Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Court, the health care provider can charge such parties for copies based on the fee schedule published by the Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Court. The current Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Court fee schedule provides for the same rates as set forth above under the heading “Patient Request – General.”

(iv) **Allowable Charges for Copies - Other Third Party Requests.** When a request for a patient’s medical records is from a third party not otherwise described above, the health care provider may charge a reasonable fee for providing copies. However, the “reasonable cost-based fee” described in subsection (i) above is not required when the party requesting the record is someone other than the individual or his or her personal representative. As a result, a provider may charge a party other than the patient or his or her personal representative a handling fee up to $20 in addition to the fee schedule described in subsection (i) above. Case law provides that the lower “reasonable cost-based fee” is not available for the patient's attorney. Despite having authority to act for the patient under agency principles, the attorney can be charged the handling fee applicable to third party requests. However, if a patient requests the medical record for his or her attorney, the permissible fees are those outlined in subsection (i) above.

**NOTE:** Although this Section IX has focused on the allowable fees for the production of documents, to the extent a health care provider is asked to provide expert testimony, deposition, or a narrative report on a specific subject, the health care provider may set his/her/its fees for services in advance pursuant to a contract or fee schedule.
Appendix A – Authorization Form

AUTHORIZATION TO USE AND/OR DISCLOSE HEALTH INFORMATION

Authorization. The undersigned hereby authorizes ____________________________ and its employees to use and/or disclose to ____________________________ for the following purpose(s) (may state “per my request”): ____________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

the following health information (may state “entire medical record”):

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

including, if applicable, the following health information related to testing, diagnosis, and/or treatment for (please initial applicable line): ______ HIV (AIDS virus), ______ sexually transmitted diseases, ______ mental health, or ______ drug and/or alcohol abuse.

Conditions. We may not condition your right to receive health care services from us upon your signing this authorization. However, if the treatment to be provided is for research purposes, your failure to sign this authorization will prevent us from providing such treatment.

Further Uses and Disclosures. When we use or disclose your health information to other parties as you have instructed in this authorization, we will not have the ability to monitor whether your health information may be further used or disclosed by such parties. In such a situation, your disclosed health information may no longer be protected by federal and state privacy laws.

Expiration. This authorization shall expire upon the earliest of (expiration date or event) or one hundred eighty (180) days from the date of this authorization. After the expiration date, we will need to obtain a new authorization from you if required by law.

Revocation. You have the right to revoke this authorization at any time in accordance with our Notice of Privacy Practices. When we receive your revocation, we will immediately stop using or disclosing the health information you authorized us to use and disclose in this authorization form. Your revocation shall not apply to those uses and disclosures we made on your behalf pursuant to this authorization prior to the time we received your written revocation.

By signing below, you acknowledge receipt of a signed copy of this authorization.

_________________________________  _________________
Printed Name Date

_________________________________
Signature

Note: If signed by someone other than the patient, we need written proof of your authority.
Appendix B – Letter to Patient

Dear [Patient's Name]:

We value our relationship with you and want you to know that a high priority is the confidentiality of your medical record. We want to let you know that we have received a subpoena from [requesting third party] requesting this office to provide a copy of your medical records. For your convenience, we have attached a copy of the request to this letter.

This office will be, absent your written objection, required to disclose the requested medical records if certain conditions are met. You may already be aware of this request and determined that such disclosure is not objectionable; nevertheless, the purpose of this letter is to give you an additional opportunity to object to all or a portion of the requested disclosure to [requesting third party]. If this office does not receive a written objection from you within ten (10) days of the date of this letter and [requesting third party] has satisfied the conditions necessary to allow disclosure under the applicable federal and state laws, this office will proceed with the disclosure as requested.

If you have any questions about this office’s disclosure policy with regard to your health care records, please feel free to contact [name and phone number of appropriate contact at your office].

Very truly yours,
Appendix C – Letter to Third Party

Sample Letter to a Third Party Who is Requesting Disclosure of Protected Health Care Information for Use in a Judicial or Administrative Proceeding

Dear [Requesting Third Party]:

We have received your [insert "subpoena" etc.] requesting that this office disclose to you certain health records relating to [insert patient’s name].

Pursuant to the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and other applicable law, this office may not disclose health records for use in a judicial or administrative proceeding unless specified conditions have been met.

Following a review of your request, we have determined that you have not provided sufficient documentation. Federal law requires that this office receive documentation satisfying at least one of the following three conditions prior to disclosing the type of records you have requested:

1. Written authorization from a patient meeting the requirements of 45 C.F.R. § 164.508(c);

2. An order of a court or administrative tribunal directing that this office disclose the requested materials; or

3. A written statement from you the requesting party, accompanied by copies of all supporting documentation, demonstrating the following:
   
   (a) The party requesting the information has made a good faith attempt to provide written notice of the request to the individual (or, if the individual’s location is unknown, to mail a notice to the individual’s last known address);

   (b) The notice included sufficient information about the litigation or proceeding in which the information is requested to permit the individual to raise an objection to the court or administrative tribunal; and

   (c) The time for the individual to raise objections to the court or administrative tribunal has elapsed and either no objections were filed by the individual or all objections filed by the individual have been resolved by the court or the administrative tribunal and the disclosures being sought are consistent with such resolution.

   Or

A written statement from you the requesting party, accompanied by copies of all supporting documentation, demonstrating the following:

(a) The parties to the dispute giving rise to the request for information have agreed to a "qualified protective order," as defined by 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(v), and have presented it to the court or administrative tribunal with jurisdiction over the dispute; or

(b) The party seeking the information has requested a qualified protective order, as defined by 45 C.F.R. § 164.512(e)(v) from such court or administrative tribunal.

If you have questions about this office’s disclosure policy with regard to health records, please feel free to contact our office for further clarification.

Sincerely,